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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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una vez para siempre
ONCE AND FOREVER (and not once and for all) definitively, for the last time

una y otra vez
ONE AND AGAIN Repeatedly, many times, always again

unamo
UNAMO application software for monitoring images on web pages, so that we can evaluate contacts and impact on
potential buyers. 

unas son de cal y otras son de arena
SOME ARE MADE OF LIME AND OTHERS ARE MADE OF SAND.  in colonial times it was built with lime, edge, sand
and egg white as an adhesive.  The lime and sand were manually moved with wheelbarrows to the point of mortar
production.  Some wheelbarrows were made of hydrated lime and others were made of sand.  A uniform mortar was
generated by a mixing process.  Then small boulders were added to completely fill the mixture so that it was very
compact.  Hence the saying A CAL Y A CANTO, to express that something is closed to MACHOTE, hermetically.  So,
this expression concordantly, means of good and bad, "of everything a little".  Mezcladito . 

undefined
UNDEFINED English word , I participate past of TO DEFINE , define .  Common term in computer science and
mathematics when a variable, term or result is undefined.

under
UNDER in English, low, below.  In jargon is called the homosexual who is penetrated by his partner, the OVER, or the
one above. 

unemi
UNEMI Universidad Estatal de Milagro in Milagro, Ecuador.  Not to be confused with ONEMI, which of the National
Emergency Office of the Ministry of the Interior, of the government of Chile

ungurahua
UNGURAHUA oenocarpus bataua , palm tree native to the Amazon.  It is called majo in Bolivia, and also milpesos, seje
palm, unamo and Jessenia bataua, a rarity that a plant has two different scientific names. 

ungurahui
UNGURAHUI oenucarpus bataua is a palm tree, from the Amazonian area that provides a small fruit, greyish peel or
blackish, high nutritional content, and a prosthetic value similar to that of meat.  It is produced in 3 or 4 bunches of about
1000 fruits each.  You get moisturizing oil and recoverer from the scalp and hair.  The cosmetics industry has threatened
him.  Chicha and wine from this fruit are also produced. 

unicultura
UNICULTURAL As opposed to "multicultural", which means composed of many cultures, unicultural is a town or country
that is completely homogeneous, that is, that the whole population is of the same ethnicity and culture.



uniexportador
UNIEXPORTADOR that fundamentally has an economy that depends on the export abroad of a single product. 

uniflora
UNIFLORA drosera unifloradel Latin drosos dew, dewdrops, and uniflora, which has a single flower, plant that feeds on
insects by means of moving tentacles, typical of Chile and Argentina Produces a mucilage that attracts insects those
who are drowned with the tentacles as soon as the insect perches on the leaf being glued.  Then the plant and tentacles
produce peptidase and phosphatase, two enzymes that help digest the delicious dinner. 

uniformización
UNIFORMIZATION homogenization, equalization

unilateralismo
A ILATERALISM thinking or behavior based on making decisions regarding a contractual relationship between two or
more parties.  For example, an act in which one of the parties, especially in asymmetric situations, modifies without prior
consultation one or more clauses of a contract. 

unilateralista
UNILATERALIST who is in favour of unilateralism, that is, of an unconsulted action, without the participation of third
parties.  Bilateralist, is who promotes the participation of two (countries, regions, entities) 

unión europea
EUROPEAN UNION political-economic alliance formed by a group of 21 democratic republics and 6 monarchies.  The
members of the Union have grown since the six founding States of 1957 (Germany, Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands) ? to the 27 that today make up Germany, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and Sweden.  Britain withdrew in 2020

uniproductor
UNIPRODUCTOR that produces a single product

unises
UNISES Spelling error by UNISEX That can be used by both genera interchangeably : unisex hairdresser.

uniteralismo
UNITERALISM Barbarism for UNILATERALISM

universales
UNIVERSAL plural UNIVERSAL, which is applicable to an entire set.  For example, universal can opener (which opens
all types), universalpher openers (which opens all diameters).

universidad-empresa
UNIVERSITY-COMPANY alliance that makes the university with companies and productive industries to achieve better
research and development.  The university provides professors, researchers and laboratorists while companies
contribute money and innovation projects. 



univoltinismo
UNIVOLTINISM concerning living beings, which has one generation per year. 

unífago
UNFAGO of the uni-unique prefix, one and the suffix -phago eating , which eats Being living that eats a single type of
food.

uno cualquiera
ANY ANY element of a group, without distinction of any kind.  Any day, any prisoner.  I'm not just any one, I'm the best. 
The plural is any : Some ( riders) any do not compete with my huasos.

unos cuantos verdes
A FEW GREEN A trivial amount (or also, ironically, very important) of dollars.  They are so named because all
denominations are of that color. 

unprobably
UNPROBABLY improbablemente with pretty small chances

untríngulis
UNTRINGGULIS masc .  spelling error by INT-NGULIS of Latin IN, in and TRICULIS, ablative of TRICULAE and dative
of TRICAE, entanglements; 1 .  Colloquially, something overlapping or hidden that is supposed to involve an action or a
person.  2 .  Difficulty or complication (of something ) 

uña wawa
UÑA WAWA see bus

uña y mugre
( SER )  UÑA AND MUGRE As in practice, grime always meets under the nail.  So the cronies, friends or compadres
who are very close are designated as nail and grime.

upcycling
UPCYCLING English word meaning recycling, re-conversion of waste material to be reused

upskirting
UPSKIRTING english SKIRT, practical skirt consisting of making videos filming women from below, crotches and,
eventually, genitals and intimate parts. 

urapanes
URAPANES in Colombia : plural of URAPAN fraccinus chinensis ash from China, Ash from Korea or Urapán tree. 
Introduced in Colombia in 1960. 

urban dance
URBAN DANCE anglilicism by URBAN BAILE or STREET BAILE type of dance of street origin, which has not originated
in studios or ballrooms. 



urgencias
EMERGENCIES Enclosure of clinics, hospitals and health center for emergency care. 

urgenciología
URGENCIOLOGY 1 .  Emergency, sector of a medical center where patients who require immediate care are received. 
2 .  Study of practices for treating patients who arrive in critical condition at a care center. 

uribismo
URIBISMO in Colombia: doctrine promoted by former President Alvaro Uribe (2002-2010) focused on attacking drug
trafficking and terrorism

urnazo
URNAZO great triumph in the elections, in the polls

urpillay
URPILLAY Quechua word meaning "my popcorn, my beloved" There is a musical quartet "Los Urpillay" (1978) and a
song "Urpillay" from Porfirio Ayvar's album "You can't forget me" from 2017. 

urubú cabecirojo
URUBUS HEAD Cathartes aura American Vulture head-on, aura toiñosa .  In Chile : Jote In Peru : red head jote , In
Colombia : guala headhead , In Argentina : jote head red , In Bolivia : zamuro cabecirojo , In Uruguay : red head vulture
, In Brazil : red head ubu is the king of scavengers , the largest carnivorous bird most common in both North America
and South America .  These birds are known for their sense of smell, which allows them to detect (and eventually
devour) the decomposing meat of the animals.  In fact, the word vulture comes from the Latin word vellere, which
translates as tearing or tearing.

urubú cabecirrojo
RED-HEADEDURUBÚ see AMERICAN RED-HEADED VULTURE

urubú de cabeza roja
RED-HEADED URUBÚ see URUBÚ

urubúes
PLURALURUBUS of URUBU

usabilidad
USABILITY utility, usable quality

utility
UTILITY english, utility, appropriate item to perform work.

utm
UTM In Chile: acronyms meaning Monthly Tax Unit, a figure that is used as a parameter to adjust monthly rates and
values according to inflation in the period.



uva de monte
UVA DE MONTE vaccinium myrtillus cranberry or blueberry, fruit of the forest originating in North America, rich in
antioxidants. 

uva silvestre
UVA SILVESTRE the vine has two species the nornal vitis vinicola sativa and the subspecies sylvestris .  The origin
dates back more than 2.3 million years, before the start of the deglaciation or quaternary period. 

uvasmoscateles
UVA MOSCATEL (and not UVASMOSCATELES ) The muscat vitis vinifera grape variety that has a 200 vines, is one of
the oldest and is used both to produce wines and to dry them and make raisins or to eat them at the table.

uvo de playa
BEACH CUBE (and not UVO of PLAYA Balde children, which accompanied by shovel and rake serves to play with
water and sand

uwu
UWU Emoticon that represents joy and happiness.  It is a schematic caricature of two eyes, the U, and a central nose,
the W.  It is presumed to be of Japanese origin

últimos
LAST plural of LAST , that there is no other that follows it 2 .  Of the worst , lousy Some synonyms , words or similar
expressions can be lousy , of the worst , last

únicas
UNIQUE f .  and plural of UNIQUE Exclusive, of which there is only one, unrepeatable : Unique opportunity

va mi espada por delante
MY SWORD GOES AHEAD I am in the spirit of war.  A sense similar to the biblical: David said to the Philistine: "You
come to me with sword, spear and javelin; I come to you in the name of the Lord."

va pue
SOME synonyms, words or similar expressions can be left to you! for! Stop it!

vaceado
VACEADO barbarism by EMPTIED , participle of the verb EMPTY . 

vacota
Cow augmentative VACOTA

vagina
VAGINA spanish word for vagina, utherus. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be útero, utherus



vaginófilo
vaginophile of vagina and cutting edges lover.  Man who is addicted to sex

vagueza
VAGUEness Vagueness, vague quality, imprecise, diffuse

valde
VALDE 1. old spanich for Valle de or valley of 2. Ortographic error for BALDE, bucket

valet
VALET 1 .  Boy helping on something, like parking cars 2.  Letter from the English deck whose value is less than the Q
or lady, and greater than 10 .  3 .  Letter from the English deck equivalent to the horse of the Spanish deck. 

valets
VALETS Plural Gallery by Valet

valiosísima
Valuable value in the extreme, extremely valuable.  Of great value.  This can be in money, but also in terms of ethical or
moral quality.

valiosos
VALUE , A That has a lot of value. or has a lot of estimation or power.  That he is rich, wealthy or has good flow.

valla papal
PAPAL FENCE in Chile: white bars, about 2 to 3 meters wide by 1, 5 high, which intertwine with each other, with which
carabineros perform perimeter closures or critical streets prior to demonstrations, street parades and other events that
require protection of public and private property.  Its name derives from the fact that they were originally conceived for
the visit of Pope John Paul II to Chile and South America in 1987. 

vallecana
VALLECANA female VALLECANO, gentile of the inhabitants of Puente de Vallecas, near Madrid.  Amateur or relative to
the Rayo Vallecano club. 

vallecano
VALLECANO 1 .  Vallecas Bridge, southeast of Madrid 2.  Adherent or relative to the sports club Rayo Vallecano,
Madrid, which is a member of the Spanish second division. 

vallesano
Vallesano gentilicio de los habitantes de Vallés in Catalonia, Spain

valor juridico
LEGAL VALUE said of the evidence : They have (or do not) , value to be presented before a judge or court.  A person's
testimony may have no legal value for having a direct degree of inbreeding with the defendant.



valporizar
VALPORIZAR probable misspelling by VAPORIZE or VALORIZE .  However, in Chile it may make sense to assimilate
(it) (something or someone) to the city of Valparaiso, which is colloquially called Valpo. 

values
VALUES Anglicism by values It can be moral and ethical values as physical or numerical values. 

vamos a hacer el amor
WE WILL MAKE LOVE Expression that means LET's SLEEP, WE'RE GOING TO HAVE SEX.

vangloriarse
VANGLORIARSE spelling error or phonetic deformation by VANAGLORIARSE, flattering, giving yourself sparkling by
any negative or positive action that has been performed

vapeador
VAPEADOR (repeat definition) electronic or other device that expels water vapour ( vapea ) that the person inhales. 

vapear
VAPEAR inhale the vapour produced by an electronic cigarette or a vaporizer in order to feel pleasure. 

vapeo
VAPING . inhalation of steam by e-cigarette or other device that generates nicotine steam. 

vaping
VAPING anglilicism by inhaling and exhaling water vapour as a result of the use of an e-cigarette or other similar office

varapalos
VARAPALOS in Spain: plural of VARAPALO , blow or beating that is given with a rod

varas de san josé
SAN JOSO VARAS Plant of the agave genus.  Nardo. agave amica.

varguismo
VARGUISMO current literary and political related to Peruvian and Spanish writer Mario Vargas Llosa

variados
VARIADOS plural of Varied diverse

varroasis
VARROASIS disease caused by varroa to the common bee, honey bee, and consisting of eating the body fat tissue,
with terrible consequences, since it performs functions similar to those of the liver of humans.



varroosis
VARROOSIS Disease that produces the mite varroa to the bees apis mellifera ( or common bee) and apis cerana .  The
varroa breeds in the pupa and larva states of bees.

vasenilla
VASENILLA Bowl-shaped container used to collect droppings and urine.  Formerly few houses had bathroom and had to
go to the bottom of the patio or garden where the latrines were, or, in the countryside a good distance from the house. 
The bacenica or pelela, together with the duck or parrot to urinate, were necessary elements, especially for night use or
if you were sick.

vasijas
VASIJAS plural de VASIJA

vaso de noche
ORinal NIGHT GLASS, paralyc, duck, flat, bacon

vaso de precipitación
PRECIPITATION CUP or PRECIPITATE GLASS jar, mouth and wide base, chemical laboratory, where a mixture is
allowed to be decanted so that the heavy components are going to the bottom, producing natural filtering by gravity. 
The vessel has a beak to be able to transfer and separate the components.

vasquista
VASQUISTA 1 .  Person who is in favor of the Basque cause.  2 .  Ideology or doctrine that supports the separation of
the Basque community from Spain. 

vaya!
Go! academically Wow! exclamation of surprise or sign of learning something new and unexpected. 

vánitas
VNITAS of the Latin expression vanitas vanitatum , et omnia vanitas , of the Ecclesiastes ( 1 , 2 ), which means vanity of
vanities, everything is vanity; subgenre of still life, which is imbued with symbolisms and allegories and which highlights
the reality of death as an inexorable destiny, usually based on the representation of skulls, but also, sometimes,
skeletons.  It is used in feminine and without accent, the vain. 

vecinos
VECINOS plural de VECINO

vedettina
VEDETTINA Panties or panties .  There are three types: COULOTTE, COLALESS and VEDETINA or VEDETTINA, low
waist, closed front and back, less fabric than granny panties but more than colaless or thong. 

veermicida
VERMICIDA (and not VEERMICIDA, who would be the killer of Veermer, Dutch painter ) Product that kills worms,
caterpillars, tapeworms and similar animals.



vega
VEGA in Chile : place where fruits and vegetables are topped brought from the countryside and orchards, and which are
then marketed retail in that same place and other fairs of the city.  Meat and fish are also sold, as well as dairy and
food-related industrial products. 

veggie
VEGGIE person who prioritizes natural products in their daily diet. 

vehiculos
VEHICLES (and non-vehicles) plural vehicles of VEHICLE View VEHICLE

vehículos chimenea
CHIMENEA VEHICLES In Colombia are thus called those vehicles that expel a black humming when they transit,
because they are poorly carburized, old oil tankers or because they have the engine melted.

veintipocos
VEINTIPOCOS which has a little more veite ( years, units ) 

veintipocos veintipocas
VEINTIPOCOS VEINTIPOCAS See VEITIPOCOS

veintitrs
TWENTY-THREE SPAM

vejado
VEJADO participle of verb VEJAR , matratar , give vejamen

velatón
VELATON Act of gathering and prayer performed by a group of people lighting candles and begging for the life of a
person in a serious state or for the soul of an already deceased person.

velazques
VELAZQUES error by VELÁZQUEZ means son of Velasco .  In Spanish it is always finished with z , in Portuguese there
are surnames finished with s . 

velázquez
VELASQUEZ figure rhetoric to name any work executed by Diego de Velasquez

veleidades
Plural VELEITIES of Capricho veleity, vanos tastes

veleidosidad
VELEIDOSITY Quality of veleidoso



veloláser
VELOLÁSER in Spain: modern laser equipment of such small size that it fits in the palm of the hand, very light, which
are used by the General Directorate of Traffic (DGT) to measure the speed of vehicles and to carry out infractions to
those who exceed the permitted limit

vena infiltrada
INFILTRATED VEIN injury of a portion of a vein that results in a perforation, which leads to the infiltration of venous
solutions or non-vesicent drugs into the tissues surrounding the insertion of a venous catheter

vena obturada
VENA OBTURADA Blockage of a vein due to a thrombus or the accumulation of cholesterol plaques, which reduce its
useful diameter to the point of not allowing the passage of blood.

vena saludable
HEALTHY VENA good attitude, attitude or positive mood. 

vencidos
VENCER defeat's plural VANTIED

vendavales
GALES pl .  of GALE, storm of wind and rain

vendehumo
VENDEHUMO and also VENDEHUMOS person who promises things that can not be fulfilled

vendimia industrial
INDUSTRIAL HARVEST grape collection for the production of wine by mechanized means.  Fundamentally, it differs
from an artisanal vintage by the use of greater technology and by being carried out on a larger scale.  When the grapes
are harvested for consumption it is called harvest. 

vending
VENDING anglicism by consignor, self-service machine in which with introduce coins, tokens or notes, products are
obtained that are displayed in showcase through a communicating gutter. 

venegas
VENEGAS Spanish Surname .  In Chile, situation program, Los Venegas, broadcast from 1989 to 2011, starring Jorge
Gajardo, who then ran for mayor of La Florida and won.  Since it wasn't his thing, he quit quickly.   2 .  Julieta Venegas,
Mexican actress and singer of international level and wide repertoire.  It is possible that, among some urban
subcultures, "venegas" may be used to denounce, somewhat dismissively, who they are, or who they are, vegan (s)

venezolanohispano
VENEZUELANHISPANIC 1 .  Person born in Venezuela and rsidente in Spain, or vice versa.  2 .  Person daughter of
Spanish father and Venezuelan mother, or vice versa.  3 .  Relative to or belonging to a consortium, society or institution
of a commercial, cultural, social, scientific or artistic type in which there is interrelation between persons or elements of
Venezuelan and Spanish origin



venezuelización
VENEZUELIZATION Turn everything into poverty, hunger and misery, in particular a country.

vengativas
VENGEFUL feminine, plural of VENGEFUL who leans or tends to take revenge for any offense or affront. 

veniales
VENIALES plural of VENIAL , small-time sin

veraces
VERAZ plural VERACES true quality. 

verbena de indias
VERBENA DE INDIAS medicinal plant highly consumed in Chile in the form of infusion, where it is given the name of
CEDRON . 

verborum
VERBORUM from Latin verborum, plural genitive of VERBUM, verbal .  Index verborum/E] is a list of terms, such as
those discussed in a book

verdiblanca
VERDIBLANCA mixes or combinations the color green with the color white, for example, in a print of a cloth, a sign, a
dress, a flag.

verdiblanco
VERDIBLANCO : which has green and white, in any proportion

verdurazo
VEGETABLEZO Launch of variety of vegetables as an expression of rejection against a politician, an actor, a measure,
a government policy, etc. 

veredita
VEREDITA diminutive VEREDA small sidewalk

verga grande
VERGA GRANDE urban language for big cock

vergas
VERGA plural VERGAS, penis

vergon
VERGON (and not shame) In Argentina, Mexico man who has a big penis In Chili big penis In Honduras and El
Salvador Something that has the conditions of excellence and quality



verguisima
VERGUÍSIMA VERGA means penis, specially in Spain; Ísimo, ísima are spanish augmentatives. So its hard to define
because the augmentative applies to adjetives not to nouns but  it is urban slang meaning a huge penis. The correct
augmentative is VERGOTA

verificatorio, ria
VERIFIER , RIA Ver VERIFICATORIO , that .  checks , which verifies

verífica
VERIFIC SPELLING ERROR by VERIFICA , third person singular of the present indicative of the verb VERIFY .  It is
more likely that it is a typing error and it is TRUE, true, because the keys d and f are contiguous. 

vermutera
VERMUTERA in Spain : vermutería , local restaurant specialized in serving vermouth . 

vermutería
VERMUTERIA in Spain : restaurant where vermouth is a main drink. 

vermutero
VERMUTERO In Spain: in the twentieth century it was popular to consume vermouth (or vermouth) and bars called
vermuterías were opened where parishioners consumed this alcoholic beverage.  Both the one who served and the one
who consumed this liquor of preference were considered vermuteros. 

verse apocado
BE SEIZED to receive expressions that ignore (a person) and feel or receive such impact. 

versprechen
VERSPRECHEN German language word meaning to promise ( infinitive ) .

vespa velutina
VESPA VELUTINA scientific name of asian wasp .  It belongs to the damilia of the Vespids and comes from Southeast
Asia.  It has a non-hairy and rather thin body with alternatingly black and orange stretch marks. 

vespertina
VESPERTINO , To Afternoon Relative .  Something that takes place in the afternoon.

vesre
VESRE is said of the juvenile and delictual method and language, in which syllables are transposed.  The same term is
the result of reversing the syllables of REVÉS. 

vestir bien
Dress with elegance, impeccable form and according to the canons of Haute Couture.



veteranos
VETERANS plural

via ferrata
VIA FERRATA, Italianism by straight road, is a more or less vertical path, complemented by nails, hoops, staples,
handrails, suspension bridges, chains, dams and TIROLINA s to facilitate and give safety to hiking athletes and
inexperienced climbers. 

viada
ViaDA Lesbian .  From Portuguese Viado, homosexual

viaje-acción
TRAVEL-ACTION modality of tourism transforming travel experiences sharing pleasure with concrete actions of
mitigation and regeneration

viajero en yola
TRAVEL IN YOLA Expression that means getting on a boat and going to sea to immigrate to another country.  It comes
from that yola is a very low cost boat, made many times by the same users of cheap wood or fiber.  The yola resembles
quechue with the difference in the tabletop stick that in the first is aft because it is behind the rudder : Instead in the
queche is ahead of the rudder.

viapecuario
VIAPECUARIO relative to the livestock roads of TRASHUMANCIA used by shepherds and ranchers to bring their fools,
goats and sheep to the high mountain areas in summer and to the plains when the climate is there more temperate. 

vibora
VIBORA misspelling by VÍBORAserpiente , both in the literary sense and in the figurative

vibra
VIBRA VIBRATE vibration apocope .  Sensation or feeling which a person perceives as emanating from another place
or object.  They can be positive or negative. 

viceagregado
DEPUTY ATTACHÉ person who supports the attaché of a mission from one country to another.  There are positions of
various kinds, such as military attaché, cultural attaché or commercial attaché (although this is rather exercised by the
consul) who work in the premises of the embassies.

viceagregado viceagregada
VICE-ADDED VICE-ADDED See VICE-AGREGADO/E]

vicealcaldía
VICEALCALDY dignity of the deputy mayor, person who supports the mayor. 

vicecolista



VICECOLISTA that goes penultimate in the leaderboard .  The one who goes to the last one is the colist. 

viceconsejera
VICE-COUNSEL, To person who supports the counselor. 

vicecontralor
VICECONTRALOR charge that is immediately under the comptroller, and that subrogates it in case of absence or
vacancy.

viceminisitro
DEPUTY MINISTER person who supports the minister, either the director of a public office or the chief religious guide
(in a ministry). 

viceportavoz
VICEPORTAVOZ second in charge of public relations and advertising news. 

vicepresident
VICE PRESIDENT anglilicism by VICE-PRESIDENT . 

viceprimera
FEMALE VICE-FIRST OF THE FIRST, the one who supports

viceprimero
VICEPRIMERO that is or is in the position next to the first

viciosa
VICIOUS fem .  of VICIOUS, who is addicted to a harmful vice, such as smoking, drugs, gambling, and rampant sex

victim of beauty
VICTIM OF BEAUTY a beauty from the state of South Carolina (Jeri Lynn Ryan) acts as a decoy to help the sheriff
(William Devane) save his sister from a serial killer (Butch Slade).  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be beauty victim, victim of beauty

victimación
VICTIMATION tendency of a person or group of people to consider the victim.  Act of becoming the victim.  Don't
confuse with VICTIMIZATION

victimización
VICTIMIZATION Tendency of an oersona, group or collective to be considered victims or to impersonating it. 

victimization
VICTIMIZATION Anglilicism by victimization 



vida licenciosa
LICENCIOSA LIFE Regarding a person : That it openly contravies the usual rules of sexual morality.

vida normal
NORMAL LIFE expression to refer to a traditional life, with usual activities to which everyone is accustomed.  As
opposed to an anomalous life, in which there has been a significant alteration of these activities, either temporary or
permanent. 

video mecano
VIDEO MECANO video error by Mecano : Mecano is a Spanish rock musical ensemble that performed between 1981
and 1992 and reappeared for a few moments in 1998.  They recorded a lot of videos. 

videoarbitraje
VIDEO ARBITRATION addressing a legal dispute through videoconference, instead of a face-to-face medium. 

videoartista
VIDEO ARTIST artist who sells his main or important performances through recorded video. 

videoblogger
VIDEOBLOGGER does not exist this term in the English dictionary.  .  a blogger is the one who manages a blog. yn blog
is a website where the blogger gives his personal opinions on a topic in which he specializes or on anything topical.  The
blog contains hyperlinks that bring photos and videos from other places on the network.  A video blogger is then a
blogger who imports videos and comments on them, who creates videos and uploads them to the blog, or who has a
blog dedicated to the videos.

videocata
VIDEOCATA video where a wine is tasted and its quality evaluated

videocreación
VIDEOCREATION action of producing videos ( musicals , memes , tv series , politicians , etc .  ) 

videocreador
VIDEOCREATOR person dedicated to generating videos for television or social media. 

videocreador videocreadora
VIDEOCREATOR VIDEOCREATOR view VIDEOCREATOR

videograbacin
SPAM VIDEO RECORDING

videoinstalación
VIDEO INSTALLATION 1 .  Placement of telesurveillance cameras .  2 .  The set of equipment for remote surveillance
through film cameras. 



videojugador
VIDEOJUGADOR person who entertains himself with video games on computers, digital phones or other electronic
means, either individually or networked with other fellow or opponents. 

videomusical
VIDEOMUSICAL video of a song performed live by the singer, ensemble or band. Musical.

videoproductor
VIDEO VIDEO PRODUCER

videorretrovisor
VIDEO RETROVISOR filming generated by a rearview mirror

videos de geis porno
GAY PORN VIDEOS.  Videotapes involving homosexuals having sex.

videowall
VIDEOWALL image display panel consisting of a series of tv screens paired horizontally and vertically. 

vides
VIDES plural of VIDplanta , genus of the family of viliaceae of which exist around . 700 species, although only 60 are
accepted.  It produces the fruit called grape, from which most wines are obtained.  It has existed in the wild since about
6. 000 to . C.

vidilla
VIDILLA diminutive of VIDA, sentimental or affectionate way to refer to a person.  2 .  Unhappy life

viejennial
VIEJENNIAL neologism as opposed to the MILENNIALS, of the age age group, a new generation from the point of view
of marketing. 

viejo conocido
OLD KNOWN Said of a person : That she has been known for a long time.  The saying better old (or devil) known that
good to know refers to that it is often better to accept the conditions that are known than to venture to experience new
and risky.

viejo que se come a los jóvenes
OLD THAT IS EATEN TO YOUNG Older Men who like to have sex with young people.

viejos
OLD plural of OLD, old, very old 2.  colloquially, father

viejuna



VIEJUNA fem .  of VIEJUNO, with smell of old, old fashioned, outdated, with taste to past

viejuno
VIEJUNO person entry in years .  Aging person

viene a cuento
COMES TO STORY Sounds fake.  Looks like a scam or lie.

vientre de alquiler
RENT VIENTRE leased uterus to give birth to a third-party embryo. 

vientre sustituto
SUBSTITUTE BELLY see SUBROGATE GESTATION rental uterus that is used to gestate a baby for falseness of the
legal mother-to-be. 

viergela
VIERGELA surname, possible derivation of VIERGE, virgin in French.  It has no specific meaning. 

viernes social
FRIDAY SOCIAL song by Cano Estremera

vigatana
VIGATANA of the Catalan vigatans, one of the names of the AUSTRACISTA side of the Spanish War of Succession
(1701-1713), which ended with the Treaty of Utrecht.  Vigatá is in Catalan the Gentile of Vich, which in Spanish has
many meanings, such as vigatan, vigatés, vigitano, Vigitanés, vigicense, vicense and viquense, from whose area came
the nobles and landowners who signed the Vigitans Pact, in 1705, in the midst of war, generating the austtracist
rebellion.  2 .  Catalan

vigatano
Vigata inhabitant Vigata in the novels of the Italian writer Andrea Camilleri he uses names of imaginary Sicilian places,
but they hide real places. The most important place of the novels is the town of Vigata, in the province of Montelusa,
where Montalbano works.  Vigata does not exist, and in reality it is Porto Empédocle, the city where Andrea Camilleri
was born in 1925.  The province of Montelusa is actually the province of Agrigento, in southwestern Sicily.  Many of the
20 bovelas have been filmed by the RAI, between 1999 and 2018. 

vigatano
Vigata inhabitant Vigata in the novels of the Italian writer Andrea Camilleri he uses imaginary Sicilian place names, but
they hide real places.  The most important place of the novels is the town of Vigata, in the province of Montelusa, where
the curator Montalbano works.  Vigata does not exist, and in reality it is Porto Empédocle, the city where Andrea
Camilleri was born in 1925.  The province of Montelusa is actually the province of Agrigento, in southwestern Sicily. 
Many of the 30 novels have been filmed by the RAI, between 1999 and 2018.  

vigesimosegunda
Twenty-second, gives .  Occupying the post-twentieth place, ra.  Ordinal corresponding to position number 22 . 
occurrence or place 22 in a ranking or order of things or events



vigilantes
VIGILANTE PLURAL VIGILANTES 1 .  He's watching.  2 .  Said of a person : He has the profession of vigilante.  3 . 
Disposition : vigilant attitude.

vigorosa
VIGOROUS , To belong to or relating to vigor .  With a lot of energy, you have or use a lot of vigour in some action.

villaralbina
VILLARALBINO Women's VILLARALBINA

villaralbino
VILLARALBINO in Spain: native to Villaralbo, municipality and municipality of the province of Zamora, in the
autonomous community of Castilla y León

vinose
VINOSE spelling error by EDNOSE reflective form of indefinite preterite, third person, singular of the verb come ( se ) 

vinotinto
VINOTINTO Tell the men's and women's national football teams of Venezuela, of any level, by the color of the shirt.

viñetista
VIGNETTE who draws vignettes

viodelka
VIODELKA name and surname used in Panama, Central America and the United States, with no known meaning

violencia callejera
STREET VIOLENCE dismantling, vandalism, destruction of public and private property, attacks, on police forces caused
by protesters and criminals, usually during demonstrations. 

violencia de ge´nero
GENDER VIOLENCE (and non-VIOLENCE OF GE' NERO) physical, verbal or psychological violence exerted by one
person over another of different gender, whether male, female, homosexusmal, lesbian, transgender, bisexual, asexual,
antrosexual, polysexual, lithsexual, autosexual, demisexual, heterosexual. 

violencia de género
GENDER VIOLENCE expression rejected by the SAR to describe violence between the two sexes, or with the LGBTQIA
community.  The SAR has just published an excerpt from its deliberations and conclusions that led to the new grammar
of the Spanish language (the previous one is from 1931).  In it it states that the gender is own and exclusive to the
grammatical elements, the noun, the adjective, the articles, while sex is an attribute unique to living beings. 

violencia intrafamiliar
INTRAFAMILIAR VIOLENCE in Chile: legal characterization of crimes of physical or psychological abuse of a dweller of
a home against one or more of the converts



violencia machista
MACHISTA VIOLENCE acts of aggression carried out by men towards women as a result of a behavior based on the
idea that the woman belongs to her and must be subordinate to the man. 

violencia sexual
SEXUAL VIOLENCE physical or psychological attack that a person performs against another with sexual connotation,
such as passionate aaesinato, rape, statutory rape, beatings, kidnapping, pedophilia, incest, sexual abuse and slavery
and other non-consensual acts. 

viremia
VIREMIA latin poison virus, a disease that enters the blood and is generated by a virus that can spread throughout the
body.  In the case of plants there is talk of virosis. 

virtualización
VIRTUALIZATION take social media

virus nipah
VIRUS NIPAH Zoonotic virus that is transmitted from animals to people or between humans, and that has its host in a
type of fruit bat.  Initially zoonosis occurred in Malaysia in 1998, through an intermediate host, the pig.  No vaccine. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be nipah virus, vni

viruso
VIRUSO phonetic deformation by VIROSO , VIRAL .  In Argentina and Uruguay : VIRSICO , A which belongs to or
relates to the virus . 

virutear
VIRUTEAR Polish the nadera floor with chip or virutilla . 

visajes
VISAJES plural visaJES, voluntary or involuntary gesture of the face by disease

viscoelástica
VISCOELASTIC female VISCOELASTIC , which has or is related to ma VISCOELASTICITY

viscoelástico
VISCOELASTIC sparkling material commonly used to make mattresses.  A 30 kg core mattress.  HR is going to get its
shape back

viscolesticidad
VISCOELASTICITY ability to adapt a sparkling material to the body it supports and its resilience or resilience to the
original state. 

visibilización
VISIBILITY make more known, make more public



visibles
VISIBLE pl of VISIBLE , which can be seen

vitalicia
VITALICIA that lasts for the rest of your life

vitrina electrónica
ELECTRONIC VITRINA 1 .  Virtual display case, website, where products are marketed.  2 .  Shelf and counters to
maintain and display products that require temperature control and humrmedad.  3 .  The term is also used as well as as
instead of electronics display case

viudo una vez
VIUDO ONCE Irony, sometimes, to say that he has survived a wife.

vivat in eternum
VIVAT IN ETERNUM Latin expression meaning Live forever or live forever, eternally

vivia
VIVIA spelling error by LIVED first singular person of imperfect imperfect verb VIVIR

vividor
LIVER who usually enjoys worldly pleasures

vividora
LIFER's FEMALE LIFER

vivir a cuerpo de rey
LIVE TO KING BODY Live very comfortably or loosely.  Living with all kinds of luxuries, lavishly Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions can be living in wealth, giving yourself the great life

vivir con lo justo
LIVE WITH THE JUST HAVE INCOME EQUAL TO EXPENSES , WITHOUT AFFORDING ANY LUXURY . 

vivir con solvencia
LIVING WITH SOLVENCY having a good time, living comfortably, with slack

vivir cómodamente
LIVING COMFORTABLY having a good time, living without economic startle

vivra
VIVRA spelling error by VIBRA, sensation or feelings (positive or negative) that a person perceives as emanating from
another (s), a place or an object



vizcachani
VIZCACHANI 1 .  Archaeological and paleontological association located in the town of Vizcachani, near La Paz, in
Bolivia.  2 .  Hot springs near the village of Patacamaya.  3 .  Apart hotel located in Arica, Chile . 

vía electrónica
VIA ELECTRONIC digital medium, intangible conduit through which signals are transmitted that are encoded at the
emitting point and then decoded into graphic information, legible and audible at the destination point. 

vía libre
FREE WAY Figuratively : Permission , Authorization 2 .  Clear road

vía restitución
VIA RESTITUTION by means of the return (of a good) 

vía streaming
VIA STREAMING via or via STREAMING . 

vídeoarbitraje
VIDEOARBITRAJE video arbitration

vídeomontaje
VIDEOMONTAGE creation of fake videos by technical manipulation of footage. 

vlh
VLH acronym for very loud hailer A portable speaker that has an amplifier and microphone integrated. 

vo
VO In Chile vulgarism for you, own people without education.  2 .  VO, brand of whisky, produced by Seagram 3. 
Shortness of Seen Good, usually written as Vo.  Bo.

vocabularios
PLURAL VOCABULARIES of VOCABULARY

vocal coach
VOCAL COACH In general, he is a singing teacher who accompanies the singers, to improve their technique and
perfect themselves.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be singing teacher, singing coach

vocánico
VOCICAL spelling error by VOLCÁNICO

voces cristalinas
CRYSTALLINE VOICES Allegory to more easily imply that the voices spoken of have a tone similar to that of the blow to
the glass; sharp, high, sharp.



voladuras
VOLADURAS plural de VOLADURA 1 .  explosion that is performed with dynamite for mineral extraction, road
construction and unlocking and engineering works.  2 .  Gas saturation explosion used by criminals to steal ATMs 2. 
Distraction 3 .  State of consciousness altered by the use of hallucinogenic, opiate and narcotic drugs

volantear
VOLANTEAR this term derives from FLYER, anglicism by flywheel and originated. at the end of the Second World War,
when the Allies began to bomb German cities.  The planes flew over the cities sending messages to the civilian
population, which flew carried by the wind until they fell to the ground.  They were messages of warning, but also of
encouragement that the war would soon come to an end, they gave confidence and asked for support. 

volantinero
VOLANTINERO that manufactures or sells volantines

volapié
VOLAPIÉ pass from the tauromachy that the bullfighter executes to kill the bull.  He stands in front of him and lowers the
sword so that the bull humbles himself (lowers his head).  Then he pounces and sticks the gun into the cross, which is
the highest part of the back. 

volberlo accon
VOLBERLO ACCON Well, another riddle.  I understand that you consult for RETURN ACTION .  It means that words
must become real actions.

volei
VOLEI volleyball contraction, sport in which you must transfer a net separating the field into two zones, with a maximum
of 3 strokes to the ball at stake. 

voley
VOLLEYBALL Anglicism derived from volleyball, VOLLEYBALL sport by teams of 5 players, which consists of crossing a
ball to the opposite field, passing it over a net, with a maximum of 1 touch at the exit and 3 touches in the middlegame. 

volframio o tungsteno
TUNGSTEN or TUNGSTEN see TUNGSTEN, element of atomic number 74. 

voliar
VOLIAR BOLIAR Exercises with any type of ball, Deal with clutter.  In Colombia : work very hard, camel. 

volposados
VOLPOSADOS does not exist in Spanish. derives from the Catalan VOL POSAR, 'want to place', 'want to propose'
would be synonymous with proposed

voltinismo
VOLTINISM number of generations of a species in the period of one year. 



voludo
VOLUDO in Argentina : spelling error by BOLUDO , stupid , person of few lights

voluptuosos
VOLUOTUOSOS plural of VOLUPTUOSO, which has or demonstrates sensitivity and attraction to pleasure. 

vosotrospersonalidadcharismaticatraeréis
CARISMATIC PERSONALITY (and not CHARISMATIC) Said of a person : That it has a set of traits and qualities that
endow him with charisma, quality or natural gift to attract others by his sympathy, empathy, his presence or his word or
personality.

votacion secreta
SECRET VOTATION that vote that is made by keeping secret by whom or because option is giving preference.

voto
VOTO Formal promise made to God, to a virgin or to a saint.  In plural, set of promises of chastity, poverty and
obedience.  Formerly also the filth.

votos
VOTES , plural of VOTO .  See VOTO 1 .  Votes or commitments of personal sacrifice 2 .  Choosing an alternative in a
vote

voz de cazallero
VOICE OF CAZALLERO in Spain : accent of the native of Cazalla de la Sierra , in the province of Seville.   Tddle is the
one who usually drinks ties : breath or tddrow voice. 

voz gruesa
Thick voice Refers to the bass tone voice, usually to that of women who have masculinized voice.  You get by talking or
singing with your stomach instead of your throat.  She's the weirdest.

vóley
VOLLEYBALL Sport of volleyball or volleyball in which two teams of 6 players have after an initial service, up to 3
opportunities to hit the ball in their field and pass it over a central net to the opposite field. 

vómito negro
VOMIT BLACK unsumpressed digestive hemorrhage that oxidizes in the digestive system and takes that color before
being vomited.  It is associated with other symptoms, such as dizziness, cold sweating and bloody stools. 

vuelta de tuerca
NUT RETURN Figuratively, thought, review, review, analysis of a situation.  Parodies the sense that although the nut
has already tightened, you can still give another tightening and improve. 

vulcanizada
VULCANIZED A Woman's Saying : Cosmetic surgery has been done.  Saying of a wheel that has been patched by



vulcanization process

vulg
VULG abbreviation for vulgarism, uneducated term or soez. 

wachar
WACHAR spanglish in Mexico : from the verb TO WATCH : observe , monitor , control , look Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be aghajtar , 

wachiman
WACHIMAN English wattchman, guard.  Night, surveillance, caregiver.  It comes from the time of the English colonies,
where he was castanized the term of those who cared for the bkdegas of products to be shipped or disembarked in the
ports.

wachiturro
WACHITURRO word composed of wachi, phonetic deformation of guacho, which in lunfardo means orphan, bastard
and turro, which in lunfardo means incapable, inept, foolish, bad person, regular name among the youth of lower class
Buenos Aires.  This name was adopted by a musical band in 2011, the Wachiturros, which ended up disbanding with
scandal in 2013 for the accusation of sexual abuse against one of the members.  In 2019 they reunited and eded the
song Another Tango

wagyu
WAGYU of the kanyi, means Japanese cow.  Bovine breed originating in Japan.  Meat highly appreciated for its
tenderness and juiciness. 

waifu
WAIFU In youthful jargon a woman for which she feels more than just a physical attraction.  Derived from the English
word WIFE, wife.

waistline
LINE WAIST English word meaning waistline. Measurement of a person's waist.  2 .  Imaginary line that is drawn in any
vehicle at the lowest height of the windows

waiver
WAIVER renouncer anglilicism of the verb TO WAIVE , resign 2 .  Immigration forgiveness consisting of the
non-application of a general rule for a particular case, i.e. an exception.  It is through Forgiveness that the applicant will
be able to access a visa or a residence card or other immigration benefits after having committed a crime or a
misdemeanor. 

wakandiano
WAKANDIANO gentilicio of WAKANDA a fictional country of the Marvel universe, whose capital is Birnin Zana, has 600.
000 inhabitants who speak Wakandano, Yoruba and Hausa and are ruled by Black Panther. 

wakeword
WAKEWORD anglicism resulting from the contraction of WAKE, awakening and WORD, word .  It is a word that



activates some electronic device when pronouncing it Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be hot word,
trigger word, wake up word

walk over
WALK OVER anglicism by passing over , verbatim .  It means, in reality, (being defeated or lost by) deadline for filing. 

walkie
WALKIE walkie-talkie contraction, portable transmitter-receiver anglilicism, portable radio tranceiver

wall bed
WALL BED reduction of WALL FOLDING BED, i.e. folding bed on the wall.  They are usually of vertical type with the
headboard attached to about 50 cms.  of height, lowering like a drawbridge.  being perpendicular to the wall.  There are
models that are parallel to the wall.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be wall folding bed, folding bed 

wand
WAND special stick used by magicians and fairies in children's stories to convert, make disappear or appear objects or
living beings.  That is why it is customary to call it MAGIC WAND, or magic wand.  A similar stick, if used by a conductor,
is called Baton, BATUTA

wanderina
WANDERINA see WANDERINOrelativo to the sports club Santiago Wanderers, valparaiso, Chile 2 .  Team fan

wanderino
WANDERINO Relative or belonging to the sports club Santiago Wanderers , valparaiso , Chile .  2 .  Porteño

wando
WANDO stage name of Wanderley Alves dos Reis (October 2, 1945 ? February 8, 2012) was a Brazilian
singer-songwriter.  Wanderley got the nickname Wando from his grandmother.   As a child he moved from Cajuri to Juiz
de Fora, where he specialized in classical guitar and began participating in music from the age of 20.  . 

wannabe
WANNABE contraction, from WANT TO BE, that is, desire to become.  I wannabe astronaut

wao
WAO in Zuajili language, THEY 2 .  Philippine municipality in the province of South Lánao .  It has a little more than
6500 homes. 

waphira
WAPHIRA youtube channel of minimum participation 2 .  Pinterest channel interested in Avatar : The Aiebender, the
legend of Korra, etc.  3 .  Member of insragram ( @waphira ) .  It seems to me, rather, a spelling mistake by Saphira, the
last female dragon, means as beautiful as sapphire.  It is mounted by Eragon in The Legacy.  He managed to escape
Galbatorix, thanks to the resistance that stole him and lost him in an ambush, allowing Eragon to train him. 

waranda



WARANDA of the quechua WARA star, dawn or ANTAWARA , sunset .  WARANI is constellation.  Waranqa is a
thousand and the word prefix with milli- or million WARANQA KUTI WARANQA is a million.  WARAYNA and WARAYMA
is Up to tomorrow! And WARAYPA is the day after tomorrow.

warao
WARAO water people , boat people .  Indigenous tribe that lives around the Orinoco Delta, in the states Delta Amacuro
and Monagas, in Venezuela and also in Guyana and Suriname, where they emigrated avoiding spanish pacification.  . 
There are about 36 000 people.  . 

waren
( ES )  WAREN were in German

wargame
WARGAME video game whose focus is battles or fights between enemy sides. 

warner
WARNER watch WARNER BROTHERS Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be warner bros pictures,
warner bros entertainment inc, warner bros 

warner brothers
WARNER BROTHERS Hollywood film company, founded by warner brothers, such as Warner bros.  Pictures Inc and
which today belongs to AT T as Warner Bros. Pictures .  Entertainment Inc.  and headquartered in Burbank, Cal.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be warner bros pictures, warner bros entertainment inc

warterones
WARTERONES pl .  of WARTERON, inhabitant of Warter a small village in Yorkshire, England Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be Warteronian

washi
WASHI very fine paper produced in Japan from the Broussoneta papyrifera plant (Kaji) and others (ganpi, mayumi) as
well as bamboo, hemp, rice and wheat

washi tape
WASHI TAPE decoration adhesive tape originally created by Martha Steward Washi, and which has the attribute of
having many designs and being easily removable without causing damage to the surface of the object Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be masking tape, Japanese zeal, paper zeal

water villa
WATER VILLA set of bungalows surrounded by water from the Indian Ocean, in the Maldives Islands

watsapp
WATSAPP anglilicism, whatSUP spelling deformation app to send and receive messages by cell phone. 

wawancó



WAWANCO Cuban Rhythm, appeared in Havana when slavery was abolished in 1886.  It is a form of rumba that
integrates rituals of Afro origin with others of the island.

wawayata
WAWAYANDA (and not WAWAYATA) state park in Hewitt, in the New Jersey sly, in the United States

way out
WAY OUT Anglicism by exit, escape

wayna
WAYNA In Quechua : Young

wayñu
WAYU in Peru : song typical of the Peruvian mountains, with some elements of sailor. 

wayñu
WAYU in Peru : song typical of the Peruvian mountains, with some elements of sailor. 

wb
WB anglilicism, urban language means welcome back, welcome back

wea
WEA (no accent) goada, coconut, ball, egg.  Don't confuse with WEo, egg, egg, stupidity, worthless. 

wearable
WEARABLE TO WEAR's dreadful anglilicism, wearable , wearable

weas
WEAS in Chile, WEA plural: stupidity, nonsense, lesera

weá
WEa in Chile : derogatory vulgarism for anything.  Phonetic deformation of egg, stupidity, worthless thing. 

web pay
WEBPAY (and not WEB PAY) is a company that provides the service of payment of bills and online purchases, through
the internet.  It can be a contracted and paid or free service depending on the commercial area in question.  The name
is a contraction of web pay or payment over the network. 

weba
Weba (also webá , deformation of rovada ) In Chile colloquially, vulgarism.  Any person who is anything.  Derogatory,
especially when it comes to people : The weba kill (s) cut off its fingers in the saw.  The very weba told her that he was
cheating on her.  Leave that hit weba and come work with me.  Put on any web and let's go.



webear
WEBEAR In Chile: make harmful, annoy, act irresponsibly. 

webrooming
WEBROOMING derived from SHOWROOMING (modeling in show-rooms or catwalks), is modeling on social networks
either in front of cameras that show products or defend ideas, or the most popular pornographic activity.

webshow
WEBSHOW presentation on the networks of a program in which audience participation is held, which is measured and
evaluated in real time.  This allows to give more emphasis to artists and situations that produce more peaks according to
the analysis obtained in the instant. 

wedlock
WEDLOCK anglilicism by state of being married, marriage.  OUT OF WEDLOCK is out of we marriage. 

weichafe
WEICHAFE derives from weichan mapudun, fight.  It means fighter, warrior

weird
WEIRD anglilicism by SALVAJE, ECCENTRIC

wellness
WELLNESS of English, wealth, well-being, heritage. 

wenano
WENANO application whose name is formed with the English words We, we and Nano, a digital cryptocurrency, similar
to bitcoin but that allows to operate both in the digital and physical worlds. 

wenteche
WENTECHE in Mapuche, people of the valleys.  The suffix che means people and so the Mapuches differ according to
their territorial origin.  Puelche, people from the east, picunche, people from the north, williche, people from the south,
pewenche, pewen people (araucaria), lafkenche, sea people, and nagche, plains people. 

weona
WOMEN's WEONA by WUEON

weón
WEON In Chile type any , rooster anyone, anyone, but also stupid, stupid, moron, zonzo, gross.  Graphical degeneration
of the original egg.

weón!
WUEON! Person who commits a stupidity, does something dangerous, causes an annoying situation for others.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be fooled! Stupid! Wueon! smoky! sack of complaints!



werevertumorro
WEREVERTUMORRO in Mexico: derived from the English WHEREVER TOMORROW, that is, tomorrow anywhere, is
the alias of youtuber Gabriel Montiel, one of the most popular content creators in Mexico, only behind the audiovisual
production company Badabun and influencers Luisito Comunica, Yuya, Kimberly Loaiza and Los Polinesios, who
currently own more than 25 million followers. 

wermut
Wermut spelling error by VERMUT , liquor used in gastronomy, common as a snack and low.  Italy and France are great
producers. 

westernizar
WESTERNIZE make similar to the cowboy movies of the American West, whose films are called westernsThe Italian
director Tarantino liked to westernize his productions . 

wetware
WETWARE Computing defines its components as SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, and MANWARE.  We can consider a
new component if living components become part of the hardware, the WETWARE.  The prefix soft is soft ( programs ),
hard is hard (irons) man is human and wet is wet (in relation to water asnpart of living beings ) 

what are the weekends
WEEKENDS is a plural of WEEKEND , which is, as the word says , is the period of the end of the week , between friday
and monday , that is saturday and sunday .   The phrase WHat are the weekends means what are weekends? Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be weekend is the English word for weekend

what did you do on your vacation
WHAT DID YOU DO ON YOUR VACATION expression that is not used.  Americans say WHAT DID YOU DO ON
VACATION? and the English WHAT DID YOU DO ON HOLIDAY?

what does mean the word ilustro
(what does mean the word) ILUSTRO Ilustro is the first person of the present tense of the verb ILUSTRAR to meke
clear, to show how something is done 2. To make drawings of a story, tale or any description such as how a machine
works.

whatever next !
WHATEVER NEXT! English expression that means whatever what comes

white noise
WHITE NOISE anglicism by WHITE NOISE sound containing all frequencies of the audible spectrum and toodas have
the same power , as in white light that has all frequencies visible , and hence its denomination

widdle
WIDDLE English word as verb means to urinate.  As substantive means urine or penis.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be dick, penis, to urinate, urine

widget



WIDGET (guidllet) in English.  An interactive graphical widget is an element such as a button, debar, or contact item with
which a user sends information to the application or system.  The original word is used for any small device ( gadget ) 

wila
WILA American-Canadian-French TELEVISION series.  Released on Discovery Kids in 2009 and discontinued in 2012.  
Wila or Fanny is a good 9-year-old but sometimes she's wrong.  His frequent phrases are : I know, I know, Ups and Dad,
I need a hug. 2 .  Company dedicated to the production of electric brushes and graphite conductors. 

wild card
WILD CARD wildcard anglicism in tennis : Space in a tournament frame that the organization leaves free to invite
someone with merits who for special reasons could not qualify normally.  2 .  In computer an asterisk ( * ) representing
any other character

wine bar
WINE BAR anglilicism by wine bar; fashion that has been spreading since the 80s, and that is being competition from
cocktail bars.  They have become known in big cities like Paris, London and New York and have become popular.  It is a
good choice for winephiles who like to have a glass of excellent wine and have small but fine gastronomic offers. 

wing
WING anglilicism by ALA 1 .  wing of a bird or plane 2.  Wing of a building.  3 .  Figuratively, a piece of something: give
me a 4th alita.  Maxilar duperior or lower ( Byte wing ) 

wingka
WINGKA word of Quechua origin from ui or ue, new and ingka, Inca with which the Araucans called white men, in
particular the conquerors of the sixteenth century.  

wingkazugun
WINGKAZUGUN is actually WINGKA ZUGUN Zugin in Mapuche is speech, talk and wingka derives from wi, another
and ingka, Inca.  That is wingka is the Spanish conqueror, another conqueror, in addition to the Incas.   Wingka zugun is
the language of the conquerors, or simply Spanish. 

winka
WINKA Quechua wi or we, new and ingka, Inca.  Name by which the Araucans called the conquerors.  Today it can be
used amicably or derogatoryly, depending on the context. 

wiphala
WIPHALA HUIPALA flag of multiculturalism, used between the Andean peoples of northern Argentina and Chile, part of
Peru, Bolivia, western Paraguay, southern Ecuador and Colombia, which has varied designs, always consisting of grids
in diagonal lines of the same color that change color according to the frequency in the spectrum.  In Chile the city Alto
Hospicio, in Iquique, adopted this flag in October 2017. 

wishlist
WHISHLIST Anglicism which means wish list .  It is used for the list of gifts that the bride and groom leave in a ,
multistore, so that guests can choose between products that the couple wants, have, without these repeating.  By
extension , any similar list . 



witriar
WITRIAR Barbarism derived from another, guitrear, and this, in turn, vulture, VOMITAR

woke
WOKE to be aware, but from a social conscience, about American racial discrimination.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be to be aware ( about discrimination ), 

work and travel
WORK AND TRAVEL WORKS AND TRAVEL program for university students sponsored by the State Department that
allows you to travel to the United States with everything paid to work on temporary work visa J1 for a period 6 senanas
to 3 months. 

working holiday
WORKING HOLIDAY anglicism by working day or working holiday .  In companies that are served public on holidays
many staff have on their agenda these days. 

world
WORLD English word meaning USED WORLD, as in Spanish, both in the sense of planet or celestial body, as well as
of people, or of a huge amount : a whole world of sensations : a world of feelings . 

world class
WORLD CLASS Anglilicism, verbatim means world-class, of the highest category. 

wow acronimo
WOW is an acronym for the English title of the game World of Warcraft : Classic.

wrap-dress
WRAP-DRESS anglilicism by wraparound dress .  In the 1970s, Diane von Furstenberg, the wife of Prince Egon von
Furstenberg, went from model to designer, creating a dress in which she joined the top with the skirt, giving rise to wrap
dress.  Its first sale was in 1973 Its characteristic is that it has a front closure, wrapping side by side, tying itself by the
back at waist height or by buttons fasteners.  It takes a V-shape and conforms to the female curves.   It was a milestone
because it produced a female release, as, according to Diane, it could be used to go to work to go out and flirt and end
up with a man in bed. 

wty
WTY urban language, anglilicism by Why, thank you. 

wtywui
WTYWUI Urban Language in Response to a WB .  WTY means why , thank you and the second part WUI means while
under influence (such as ale, beer, cocaine, caffeine, Vicodin, etc. ).  It also means walking under influence. 

wue
WUE acronym for Western Undergraduate Exchange



wueá
Chilean WUE, barbarism by egg, stupidity, lesera, nonsense, insignificance, bodrio

wui
WUI acronym for anglilicism while under influence , or walking under influence or writing under influence .  It means you
are under the effect of caffeine, cocaine, heroin, valium, base paste, some amphetamine or any stimulant. 

wuida
WUIDA Probable Spelling Error by Escape . 

wwq
WWQ, where did this acronym appear? As WWM is woman, woman, man and WWB is woman, woman, black WWQ
must be woman, i.e. a threesome to perform sexual acts between two women and a non-heterosexual or cisgender
person

xamprada
XAMPRADA by José Luis Prada, producer of the sparkling wine of the Palace of Canedo, being the pioneer of this kind
of champagne made in El Bierzo , León , Spain . 

xanthosoma sagittifolium
XANTHOSOMA SAGITTIFLOLIUM scientific name of the ELEPHANT EAR plant for ornamental and edible use of the
araceas family, native to Central America, widely cultivated in tropical regions.  Tuberous roots, rich in starch, containing
from 1 to 8.8% protein.  Its dark green leaf, large and heart-shaped gives rise to its name.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be xanthosoma sagittifolium schott, elephant ear

xardeira
XARDEIRA probably meant cherry cerdeira in Galician

xelo
XELO In Chile, colloquial form of writing cello, apocope by Marcelo.

xenofobismo
XENOPHOBIA quality of xenophobic , who hates everything that is foreign

xicoténcatl
X?coténcatl ?x?yacatzin was a tlaxcalteca warrior, of one of the 4 lordships of Tlaxcallan or tlaxcalteca nation, currently
part of the state of Tlaxcala.  He fought the Spaniards and, unable to beat them, they were allied.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be xicohtencatl the young

xiloidina
XILOIDINA or PIROXILO is a powerful explosive developed in 1832 by the French chemist Henri Braconnot, who named
it xyloidine.  It is manufactured with nitric acid and cellulose.  In 1845, it was proposed by the chemist Christian
Schonbein as war gunpowder.  It is currently used as a base agent for the manufacture of collodion, used in the
revealing of photographs.  Detonates at 170oC.



xilol
XYLOL Trade name for xylene or dimethylbenzene, C?H? ( CH? ) ? is a dimethylated organic compound derived from
benzene.  Depending on the relative position of the methyl groups in the benzene ring, it differentiates between
orthoxylene, metaxylene, or paraxylene.  They are colorless and flammable liquid solvents or diluents with a
characteristic toluene-like odor.  A brief exposure to xylol can lead to many health problems, from irritations to stomach
and liver problems. 

xirris
XIRRIS In Colombia, people of short stature, written with x to abbreviate the ch, because the word is squeaky. 2 . 
Derogatory, That suit is very squeaky.  In Guatemala a child

xop
XOP ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) or investment funds aimed exclusively at the oil and gas sector.  XOP is
simplification of SDRP S P Oil Gas Exploration Production .  SPDR are funded in North America, Europe and
Asia-Pacific, also known as Spyders or Spiders.  S P stands for Standard Poor's stock index

xylophone
XYLOPHONE English word by xylophone

ya lo tenemos cuadrado
WE HAVE SQUARE Said of a financial statement : have footwear liabilities and assets.  2 .  Said of an inventory, survey
or other arithmetic process: have shoes the numbers so that the results are mathematically accurate.  Said of a
carpentry work : 3 .  Be properly at right angles, frames and assemblies.  4 .  Said of people : Be in a position of greeting
to the military authority that reviews or greets .

ya no tiene remedio
YOU HAVE NO REMEDY NOW.  It means that it no longer has a cure, that is, it is undone.  Euphemism for appointing
someone who makes many mistakes, is very silly, or does not understand what is told or commanded.  Being crazy,
being very clumsy to be very silly to ignore case.

ya pue
YA PUE syncopated voiceover of YA PUES! that asks to stop or demand some action Ya pue, move! but also Ya pue!
Take your hands off my skirt

ya que lo sacas
SINCE YOU TAKE IT OUT APOCOPADA EXPRESSION OF SINCE YOU BRING IT UP , since you mention it

yabajo
YABAJO spelling error by AND DOWN, as in UP AND DOWN.

yacia
YACIA spelling error by YAIA , preterite indefinite, first and third singular person of the verb YACER

yaguaní
YAGUAN and not YAGUAN Designation that is usually made of the vacunos whose bellies or ribs are of different cooor



than their loins.

yaguano
YAGUANO belonging to the indigenous yagua people, who live in the province Mariscal Ramón Castilla and the
province of Putimayo, both of The Department of Loreto, in Peru. 

yale
YALE In Cuba : Lock .  In the time before Fidel Castro all the door veneers came from the United States and the
traditional mark was Yale, becoming a generic name, to such an extent that it became registered with the DRAE.

yampi
YAMPI Puerto Rican rapper with around 200 . 000 followers on Twitter .  Artist and producer with a project called Trap
Cartel in 2017.  Collaborated?? in a remix of the song "No Forcen", which achieved more than 10 million views on
YouTube in just a few months.  Yampi derives from the contraction of young pimp, young pimp, female abuser.  There's
another rapper, Marty Party, who recorded an album with that title.  See also YAMPY , another singer

yankilandia
Yankilandi of yonki, American and Landia, land or territory.  Rhetorical figure to refer to the United States of America.

yantari
YANTARI, person who formerly possessed the direct domain a farm which paid him in species and today money whose
tribute or yantar consisted of half bread and a bowl of beans or lentils.

yapallanes
YAPALLANES plural of YAPALLAN , Quechua word derived from yapa , which , as a noun , means 1 .  Addition,
supplement, increase, repetition 2. small addition given to a valued buyer.  As an adverb means 1 .  Again, again 2. 
Very, and as adjective means added, remnant. 

yapo empleos
YAPO JOBS yapo . cl publish for free what you want to sell.  You can find what you are looking for to buy.  Classified
notices of vehicles, cars, motorcycles, houses, apartments.  Yapo jobs would be a section of job offer or search.

yatrogénico
YATROGENIC Concerning yatrogenia, damage that is done to a patient by the very evil acting of the treating doctor.

yaves
YAVES spelling error by KEYS . 

yá
ALREADY Interjection 1 .  OK, Okay.  Well.  It is ok! 2 .  Taking advantage : Since you came, give me a hand.  3 .  In
times gone by.  I already told you.  4 .  Now, right now : Come here, and 5 .  In the present, relating to the past : She
was cute, but she is old.  6 .  Making evocation of the future : Goodbye and see you again.  7 .  Finally or last week : It's
time to say goodbye.  8 .  Distributive conjunction : You will enlist, either in the navy, either in the army, either in aviation.
 Enough of the slackerritis.  9 .  To grant or support what we are told I already understand 10 To denote that something
is remembered or that falls into it : I know 11 .  Expresses idea of inking in good or wrong : Already, already 12 Of



course, certainly : because already

yendo o llendo
going (and not going) is the gerundio of the irregular verb go (go, going, gone)

yerba de la ruda
YERBA DE LA RUDA subbusto of Mediterranean origin that is used to make infusions because it is very aromatic, good
against diarrhea and stomach pains.  They have properties that improve the functioning of the heart and blood
circulation.  It is from the family of the rutáceas and there are between 8 and 40 accepted species, according to the
authors. 

yerguar
YERGUAR Barbarism to arrive

yerros
YERROS plural YERRO of YERRO Failure, mistake, disretch.

yertas
YERTAS f .  pl.  of YERTO, Participle of the verb YACER, which is dead, paralyzed or rigid by cold or death. 

yerushalmi
YERUSHALMI spelling error by YERUSHALAIM , Hebrew name of Jerusalem or Jerusalem.

yeruvá
Yeruvá in Argentina Bolivia Paraguay : coraciforme bird gives the family of mummodiaceae, which lives in the eastern
part of South America.  It is multicolored plumage with yellow and green red colors. 

yeshivá
YESHVA Center for Judaic Studies, university where you study to be a rabbi. 

yip
YIP Spanishization and deformation of the spelling, Jeep, 4x4 traction vehicle for tortuous or rugged roads.  In
Colombia, Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador: off-road vehicle

yo
I in English is slang by OYE .  very informal greeting . 

yo ize la bandera
I I IE THE BANDERA (and I did not leave ) first person of the indefinite past of the verb IZAR , act of raising the flag,
flying it by means of a rope to the top of a mast.

yo primer
I FIRST syntactic mistake usually made by uneducated Argentinians, who do not decline the ordinal according to



gender, saying the first time, instead of the first time.  Bad English translation Me First .  See ME FIRST

yo primero
ME FIRST , Me First translation in English, is a movement of the Normal type that is introduced in the fourth generation. 
It belongs to the category of State in Battle and Ingenuity in Pokémon contests. 

yogurin xxx
YOGURN XXX in Spain : a young person who is sexually attractive to a middle-aged or elderly person. 

yoheallado
IHEALLADO Extreme barbarism by I HAVE FOUND , ( I ) I have found

yohualtotome
YOHUALTOTOMEH (and not YOHUALTOTOME ) plural of YOHUAL TOTOTL of Nahuatl Yohualli, night and tototl, bird;
night bird or night bird. 

yolo!
Yolo! interjection of enthusiasm .  acronym for You Only Live Once! o You only live once! Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be ssuv, only lived once

yonki
YONKI Drug addict comes from English Junk, garbage, waste.  Yonki is the one who consumes garbage ( drug )

yope
YOPE Stack name of Honduran comedian Yope Aguilera, who makes videos ( Tik Toks ) where he denigrates
Honduras, himself or Hondurans.  Yope has no meaning. 

yoqueta
YOQUETA derived from Jockey, race rider, woman riding racehorses

yosvani
YOSVANI name without meaning.  It is derived from the Italian Giovanni, Juan in Spanish.  It is used for men in the
Caribbean region, especially in Cuba. 

you&#39;r telling me!
YOU'R TELLING ME! You tell me! Colloquially, it is confirming the above said by the other person.  It's like Of course!
It's obvious! Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be obvious! naturally!

yours
YOURS English word meaning YOURS or YOURS .  It is customary to finish the oblaes with YOURS SINCERELY, or
YOURS, to dry, as in Spanish is done with (VERY) ATTENTIVELY, VERY SINCERELY, or RESPECTFULLY, . 

yuberlis



YUBERLIS see YUBERLY

yuberly
YUBERLY feminization of the male Yuber .  Etymologically doesn't mean anything. 

yuko
YUKO girl name in Japanese.  It means girl with grace. 

yuleidy
YULEIDY female proper name used in Central America, derived from YOU, MILADY form that slaves refer to their
mistress. 

yuleisis
YULEISIS in Dominican Republic plural of YULEISY female name meaning beautiful

yura
YURA stage name of South Korean singer and actress Kim Ah-young.  .  She is best known as a member of the
women's group Girl's Day.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be kim ah young

yureine
YUREINE 1 .  In Turkey : yuregine inan , Believe in your heart , song of the Turkish toutuber Enes Batur .  2 .  in Spain:
parquet shop and flats for homes and offices in Barrio Gonzalín, 33600 Mieres, Asturias, Spain. 

yusleiby
YUSLEIBY female name, phonetic deformation of yusleidy and the Colombian name yuleidy.  It comes from English
colonization when the natives treated the ladies as "your lady" and "my lady." 

yuyitos
YUYITOS del quechua , diminutive and plural of YUYO

yuyo
YUYO word of Quechua origin meaning weed or grass.  In Chile : The herbaceous species Brassica campestris in its
wild form, also called mustard, turnip or bad pampa turnip.  In Peru edible seaweed.  In Spanish rioplatense, any
drinkable weed.  In Uruguay, several medicinal herbs, such as dandelion.  2 .  Seaweed chondracanthus chamissoi,
also called cochayuyo, mococho, or sea chicory. 

ýtica
Ytica SPAM

z
Z spam spam

zabache



ZABACHE 1 .  Municipality of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico 2 .  Contraction of the words za , vaa and che which in
Nahuatl language means "he who goes to 7 tombs".  Not to be confused with AZABACHE semi-precious black stone
that in Persian was said sabaj and then in Arabic al-sabaj

zagalear
ZAGALEAR of the noun ZAGAL , person who has reached adolescence and youth.  Go in search of zagales.  Conquer,
flirt. 

zagalópolis
ZAGALÓPOLIS neologism city of young people

zamarriega
ZAMARRIEGO , A in Spain : natural of Zamarramala , population of the province of Segovia in Spain.   2 .  Belonging to
zamarramala, in Segovia. 

zambumba
ZAMBUMBA spelling error by ZAMBOMBA, a rather rustic, frictional musical instrument used in Spain and many places
in Latin America, particularly to sing Christmas carols.  It is a drum with a rod inserted in its center. 

zamir
ZAMIR from arabic, masculine of the biblical name Samira, which means to converse at night. 

zamoranismo
ZAMORANISMO fanaticism by former Chilean football player Ivan Zamorano

zanqueros
ZANQUEROS , plural of ZANQUERO , person who walks in stilts, at good height on the ground; and with great
expertise.  Normally stilts are covered by fabrics that simulate a wide and long trousers so that the trencher appears to
be a very high person. 

zapachancla
ZAPACHANCLAS in 2018 were fashionable hair flip flop and flip flop pocket.  In 2020 the shoe or sports flip flop

zapapica
Shoe ZAPAPICAS, shovel Digging tool .  Usually with a long wooden handle of about one meter and a metal head with
one end in the form of a sharp flat paddle and the other end in the form of a punch or sharp tip, suitable for breaking
hard objects.

zapata
ZAPATA in engineering : foundation of a concrete structure. 

zapatico
ZAPATICO .  Small shoe, children's shoe.



zapatitos
DIminutive ZAPATITOS, plural of ZAPATO .  Small shoes

zaquear
ZAQUEAR I must clarify that the definition of zacding as stealing is false and corresponds to looting.  Instead, to snever
is to transfer liquids from one ZAQUE to another.  A soar is a small odre. 

zaragosa
Zaragosa spam

zardina
ZARDINA Spelling error by SARDINA .

zarigüeya americana
AMERICAN POSRIG-EYA is a marsupial, the only one living north of the Bravo River.  It looks like a sharp-toothed
mouse mixed with squirrel.  The adult measures between 35 and 95 cms.  and they come in 1 to 6 kgs. 

zarigüeyo
OSARRIGYO The male form is not used and this marsupial is actually called , OSARRIGEYA

zasca
ZASCA In Spain: colloquially, a linguistic slap, which leaves the interlocutor perplexed and unanswered. 

zayco
ZAYCO rapper singer who dueto with Nuco (Toser One) in 2014 published Callejeros y de barrio 2 .  Supermarket in El
Bagre, Antioch, Colombia. 

zega
ZEGA remote-controlled vehicle models

zeitgeist
ZEITGEIST of the German Zeit, weather and Geist, intelligence, spirit.  It refers to the intellectual environment or climate
of an era.  2 .  2 Films dealing with the rational and well-shared use of all planetary resources and under ecological
sustainability criteria.  3 .  Movement created in 2008 that tries to turn all resources into world heritage and implement
the ideas of Zeitgeist documentaries : The movie and Zeitgeist : Addendum ( annex )

zerete
ZERETE in Mexico : is one of the species of dasyprocta, the Mexican, rodent of 26 to 46 cms.  2 to 3 kgs.  called agutí
prieto (black, in Portuguese) or Mexican guaqueque. 

zero cruelty
ZERO CRUELTY anglicism for crueltyless, norm of industry and commerce, which labels its products with this slogan,
alluding to the fact that in the elaboration, distribution and marketing of the same has had the most absolute concern of
not having made suffer or have killed any animal in the whole process so that the product reaches the hands of the



buyer.  It is possible to think that in some cases it is labeled like this without major regard, only to improve the image and
increase sales, so it is advisable to investigate what protocols, programs and contributions the company makes to make
this happen. 

zero waste
ZERO WASTE anglilicism for 0 loss or loss 0 , 0 garbage, garbage 0 or waste 0 , expression referring to the reuse or
recycling of all waste as a result of the manufacture or consumption of a product.  The 3R slogan with which it is
advertised and promoted corresponds to : Reduce what we use. Reuse what we can. Recycle what we cannot refuse,
reduce or reuse. 

zervel
ZERVEL spelling error by SERVEL , Electoral Service , Chilean institution responsible for the administration and control
of the country's election elections. 

zeteador
SETEADOR (and not ZETEADOR ), english set/RESETque setea .  Said of a computer program : It puts in a state a
computer or software according to certain parameters, which can be the originals (reset ) or customized ) according to
the taste and interest of the user).  2 .  The program that sets a team 3.  Said of a person : Who is responsible for
teaming up.

zidaniana
ZIDANIANA f .  of ZIDANIANO; relative to or belonging to the football player Zinedine Zidane

zidaniano
ZIDANIANO own by Zinedine Zidane .  When he says, regarding Cristiano Ronaldo: "I'm going to try to get him to be
with us every day and be ready to play."  But in Zidanian language it means : "So that you are with us, that is, so that
you do not get injured, I will try not to play it all and have more rest.  Did they understand?"

ziguamut
ZIGUAMUT see ZIHUAMONTE

zihuamonte
ZIHUAMONTE in Mexico : stew with game meat, but that today, by prohibitions or scarcity, is prepared with goat meat,
beef or rabbit.  First the meats are poured and then the seasonings.  It is a typical dish of Chiapas.  In Jiquipilas it is
called ciguamonte .  In San Cristobal de las Casas it is called ciguamut. 

zin
ZIN 1 .  sense, reason in Dutch 2.  Zumba Instructor Network, an interactive website to be a licensed zumba teacher. 

zirí
ZIR-Berber dynasty of Cabiria, mountainous region of Algeria.  From the 10th century they ruled Ifriquiya, as vassals of
the fatimies, and from 1048 to 1163 in sovereign form, as emirs.  . 

zizi
ZIZI gallicism by pee, penis, sausage



zoapilla
ZOAPILLA in Mexico : little woman .  See ZOAPILLE

zoapille
NAhuatl ZOAPILLE: little woman

zona álgida
HIGH AREA point of greatest effervescence, more critical point, higher intensity. 

zona caliente
HOT AREA Spanish name of a cyntific suspense book published by the expertist Richard Preston in 1994.  Hot zone
has the figurative meaning of the most dangerous place or one of the most dangerous places, such as Palestine within a
global framework, or the Gaza Strip within Palestine or the border area of the wall within the Gaza framework.  The size
of the Hot Zone will depend on the frame of reference. 

zona crítica
CRITICAL AREA in Spain: public space of elDiario , blog of political opinion

zona de confort
COMFORT AREA area of action where a person feels comfortable for their mastery and experience. 

zona de contacto
CONTACT AREA youth supplement of the newspaper El Mercurio that was published from 2001 to 2010 . 

zona de sacrificio
SACRIFICE ZONE place where there is environmental pollution that seriously affects the health of its inhabitants.  It is
also said of areas where there is no economic investment. 

zona euro
EURO AREA or eurozone set of 19 countries that have adopted the euro as the official currency.  The monetary union
was created on 1 January 1999.  The monetary authority is the Eurosystem.  The political and economic authority is the
European Commission (EC) and the Eurogroup. 

zona euro
EURO AREA countries that make up the European Union and which have had the euro as a common currency since 1
January 1999. 

zona extrema
EXTREME ZONE further away chile has an extreme northern zone, 3000 km from Santiago and an extreme south to
another 2000 km

zoonoticas
ZOONOTIC , AS plural of ZOONOTIC ( AND NOT ZOONOTIC ) Said of a person : Sick of an evil transmitted by animals
to humans.  2 .  Concerning a disease produced by animals in humans.



zopenco zote
ZOPENCO Zote, fool, dumb, brute

zoquear
ZOQUEAR deep pruning process, removing much of the trunk and stems.  It is mainly made with coffee trees to
maintain high yields.

zoquete en nahuatl
Zoquete comes from the Nahuatl soqui, in paleographic version; zoqui, in standard spelling, meaning "mud, grime,
mud", while zoquiacqui means "to get stuck or get into a quagmire, into a jam".  In Chile we say get into a sock for
getting into trouble, or serious problems and we think it is getting into a small sock, when in reality it is getting into a
quagmire. 

zorpozo
ZORPOZO Zarpazo Metaplasm, an intentional change of phonemes in a word, phrase or sentence.

zorrino
SKUNK, Mephitidae skunk, chingue They are a family of omnivorous mammals, of medium size, inhabiting mainly in
America, with a genus in Southeast Asia.

zorrinos
ZORRINOS plural of ZORRINO .  In Chile we call it CHINGUE or ZORRILLO

zorrococo
ZORROCOCO ERROR by CRAZY FOX , children's song .  Artist : Los chiquitos , and that appears on the album Las
canciones del zoo . 

zorromaco
ZORROMACO spelling error by ZORROMOCO MOHARRACHO participating in dance

zotes
ZOTES , plural of ZOTE Said of a person : Clumsy or ignorant

zuaca
ZUACA in Costa Rica: heavy joke, in bad taste that makes one person to another. 

zuba
ZUBA error by ZUBAM, anxiolytic drug for the treatment of generalized anxiety. 

zuleica
ZULEICA variant of Zuleyka, name made famous Zuleyka Jeris Rivera Mendoza, model, presenter, actress and Puerto
Rican businesswoman.  She is the fifth Puerto Rican to earn the title of Miss Universe. ? She previously won the Salinas
regional beauty title and the miss Puerto Rico Universe national title in 2006.



zumbambico
ZUMBAMBICO in Colombia : small and annoying mosquito, which stings very hard.  Figuratively, a very annoying,
foolish and weeping child. 

zuñi
ZU-American indigenous people of approximately 9000 individuals.  They are village Indians, related to the Navajo,
Apaches and hopi.  They profess syncretic Christianity. 

zurderio
DEROGAtory ZURDERIO to name the Socialists, Communists and like-minded people as a whole

zúngaro
ZUNGARO The zúngaros were Asia's last nomadic empire.   They were a confederation of Tibetan Buddhite Mongols
living in Zungaria since the 17th century It is estimated that the Qing dynasty, because they had rebelled, had them
exterminated.  Between 500 and 800 died. 000 people, almost the entire population Between 17551757 the Qing
government relocated people of the han, hui, Uighurs, and Manchus ethnic groups of the Qing dynasty on state farms in
Zungaria to repopulate the region.

zxsuhpoivnovxsfgl
SPAM

[figuras de definición
[DEFINITION FIGURES click error by DEFINITION FIGURES , a type of literary figure .  Please see last term

[linda] lovelace
[LINDA] LOVELACE Porn actress who starred in Deep Throat, Deep Throat in English, in 1972.  Her real name is Linda
Boreman

 hadrón
HADRON of the Greek hadros, dense, strong; in physics : elementary particle, subatomic, formed by quarks and
antiquarks, which experiences strong interactions, which holds them together. 

¡ caramba!
Gee! Interjection.  Expression denoting surprise

¡a donde la viste!
WHERE YOU SAW HER! In Chile : dismissively : 1 .  I don't believe you 2.  These misguided complete Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be sale pa 39 , llá! , you crazy tai! , at 39, wave the dress!

¡chapeau!
Chapeau!  of the French CHAPEU, hat.  Also with the spelling CHAP is an expression that is equivalent to taking off
your hat, in addition to admiration and respect.  It comes from renaissance custom and until the 19th century to take off
his top hat, and bow in a sign of respect and admiration


